Bling it to life
with ‘Creative Crystal’

TM
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Create template in CorelDraw 12

Feed flock material into the Craft Robo,
matt side up. Change blade cap to yellow.
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Peel off excess material.
This now becomes your template.
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After cutting, remove flock material and apply
Spray Mount to the back of the flock material
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Stick the template to normal piece of paper,
ensuring the template is flush. Apply adequate
amount of Rhinestones on top of the template.
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Gently brush Rhinestones over the template so
that they settle into the holes, the right way up.
This may take a little time and practice
to perfect. The more Rhinestones you place on
top of your template, the better.
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Carefully, cut and apply application tape on top
of the Rhinestones. Practice makes perfect
here! Press down on top of tape with the soft
brush and gently lift tape off and all the
Rhinestones will also lift off at the same time.
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Place application tape with Rhinestones face down
onto your garment and heat the machine up to
155 degrees centigrade and press for 15 seconds.
Please ensure that you place a Teflon Sheet on top
of you garment before heat pressing.
Gently, peel back the application tape
and you will find that the Rhinestones are
now stuck to the application tape.

You can also create designs with
two or more colours.

(It is also possible to iron the Rhinestones on but
we would always advocate using a heat press for
best results).
Wait a short whole and then peel away the clear
application film - the Rhinestones are now firmly
stuck onto your garment. Do not attempt to stretch
fabric whilst hot. Turn garment around and heat
press again covering with a Teflon Sheet for about
5 seconds to ensure all the Rhinestones are
properly stuck onto your garment.
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